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In a down-to-the earth manner, the volume lucidly presents how the fundamental concepts, methodology, and algorithms
of Computational Intelligence are efficiently exploited in Software Engineering and opens up a novel and promising
avenue of a comprehensive analysis and advanced design of software artifacts. It shows how the paradigm and the best
practices of Computational Intelligence can be creatively explored to carry out comprehensive software requirement
analysis, support design, testing, and maintenance. Software Engineering is an intensive knowledge-based endeavor of
inherent human-centric nature, which profoundly relies on acquiring semiformal knowledge and then processing it to
produce a running system. The knowledge spans a wide variety of artifacts, from requirements, captured in the
interaction with customers, to design practices, testing, and code management strategies, which rely on the knowledge of
the running system. This volume consists of contributions written by widely acknowledged experts in the field who reveal
how the Software Engineering benefits from the key foundations and synergistically existing technologies of
Computational Intelligence being focused on knowledge representation, learning mechanisms, and population-based
global optimization strategies. This book can serve as a highly useful reference material for researchers, software
engineers and graduate students and senior undergraduate students in Software Engineering and its sub-disciplines,
Internet engineering, Computational Intelligence, management, operations research, and knowledge-based systems.
This book constitutes the proceedings of 26th International Conference on Advanced Information Systems Engineering,
CAiSE 2014, held in Thessaloniki, Greece in June 2014. The 41 papers and 3 keynotes presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 226 submissions. The accepted papers were presented in 13 sessions: clouds and services;
requirements; product lines; requirements elicitation; processes; risk and security; process models; data mining and
streaming; process mining; models; mining event logs; databases; software engineering.
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This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 9th Brazilian Workshop on Agile Methods, WBMA 2018, held in
Campinas, Brazil, in October 2018. The 6 full and 1 short papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
selected from 18 submissions. Accepted papers in this edition present empirical results and literature reviews on agile
requirements validation in Brazilian software development companies; a survey on Brazilian software processes about to
be agile or not; an evaluation of an agile maturity model; strategies to increase customer value in agile software
development; an agile development environment and scrum in a strongly hierarchical organization.
The Must-have Reference Guide for SAFe® Professionals “There are a lot of methods of scale out there, but the Scaled
Agile Framework is the one lighting up the world.” –Steve Elliot, Founder/CEO AgileCraft “Since beginning our LeanAgile journey with SAFe, Vantiv has focused its strategic efforts and its execution. We have improved the predictability of
product delivery while maintaining high quality, and have become even more responsive to customers–resulting in higher
customer satisfaction. And just as important, employee engagement went up over the past year.” –Dave Kent, Enterprise
Agile Coach, Vantiv Fully updated to include the new innovations in SAFe 4.5, the SAFe® 4.5 Reference Guide is ideal
for anyone serious about learning and implementing the world’s leading framework for enterprise agility. Inside, you’ll
find complete coverage of the scaledagileframework.com knowledge base, the website that thousands of the world’s
largest brands turn to for building better software and systems. SAFe was developed from real-world field experience and
provides proven success patterns for implementing Lean-Agile software and systems development at enterprise scale.
This book provides comprehensive guidance for work at the enterprise Portfolio, Large Solution, Program, and Team
levels, including the various roles, activities, and artifacts that constitute the Framework. Education & Training Key to
Success The practice of SAFe is spreading rapidly throughout the world. The majority of Fortune 100 companies have
certified SAFe professionals and consultants, as do an increasing percentage of the Global 2000. Case study
results–visit scaledagileframework.com/case-studies–typically include: 30 — 75% faster time-to-market 25 — 75% increase
in productivity 20 — 50% improvements in quality 10 — 50% increased employee engagement Successful implementations
may vary in context but share a common attribute: a workforce well trained and educated in SAFe practices. This
book–along with authorized training and certification–will help you understand how to maximize the value of your role
within a SAFe organization. The result is greater alignment and visibility, improved performance throughout the
enterprise, and ultimately better outcomes for the business.
The highly competitive and globalized software market is creating pressure on software companies. Given the current
boundary conditions, it is critical to continuously increase time-to-market and reduce development costs. In parallel,
driven by private life experiences with mobile computing devices, the World Wide Web and software-based services,
peoples’ general expectations with regards to software are growing. They expect software that is simple and joyful to
use. In the light of the changes that have taken place in recent years, software companies need to fundamentally
reconsider the way they develop and deliver software to their customers. This book introduces fundamentals, trends and
best practices in the software industry from a threefold perspective which equally takes into account design,
management, and development of software. It demonstrates how cross-functional integration can be leveraged by
software companies to successfully build software for people. Professionals from business and academia give an
overview on state-of-the-art knowledge and report on key insights from their real-life experience. They provide guidance
and hands-on recommendation on how to create winning products. This combined perspective fosters the transfer of
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knowledge between research and practice and offers a high practical value for both sides. The book targets both,
practitioners and academics looking for successfully building software in the future. It is directed at Managing Directors of
software companies, Software Project Managers, Product Managers and Designers, Software Developers as well as
academics and students in the area of Software and Information Systems Engineering, Human Computer Interaction
(HCI), and Innovation Management.?
Are you attracted by the promises of agile methods but put off by the fanaticism of many agile texts? Would you like to
know which agile techniques work, which ones do not matter much, and which ones will harm your projects? Then you
need Agile!: the first exhaustive, objective review of agile principles, techniques and tools. Agile methods are one of the
most important developments in software over the past decades, but also a surprising mix of the best and the worst. Until
now every project and developer had to sort out the good ideas from the bad by themselves. This book spares you the
pain. It offers both a thorough descriptive presentation of agile techniques and a perceptive analysis of their benefits and
limitations. Agile! serves first as a primer on agile development: one chapter each introduces agile principles, roles,
managerial practices, technical practices and artifacts. A separate chapter analyzes the four major agile methods:
Extreme Programming, Lean Software, Scrum and Crystal. The accompanying critical analysis explains what you should
retain and discard from agile ideas. It is based on Meyer’s thorough understanding of software engineering, and his
extensive personal experience of programming and project management. He highlights the limitations of agile methods
as well as their truly brilliant contributions — even those to which their own authors do not do full justice. Three important
chapters precede the core discussion of agile ideas: an overview, serving as a concentrate of the entire book; a
dissection of the intellectual devices used by agile authors; and a review of classical software engineering techniques,
such as requirements analysis and lifecycle models, which agile methods criticize. The final chapters describe the
precautions that a company should take during a transition to agile development and present an overall assessment of
agile ideas. This is the first book to discuss agile methods, beyond the brouhaha, in the general context of modern
software engineering. It is a key resource for projects that want to combine the best of established results and agile
innovations.
Challenges in unpredictable markets, changing customer requirements, and advancing information technologies have
lead to progression towards service oriented engineering and agile and lean software development. These prevailing
approaches to software systems provide solutions to challenges in demanding business environments. Agile and Lean
Service-Oriented Development: Foundations, Theory and Practice explores the groundwork of service-oriented and agile
and lean development and the conceptual basis and experimental evidences for the combination of the two approaches.
Highlighting the best tools and guidelines for these developments in practice, this book is essential for researchers and
practitioners in the software development and service computing fields.
Software engineering has surfaced as an industrial field that is continually evolving due to the emergence of advancing
technologies and innovative methodologies. Scrum is the most recent revolution that is transforming traditional software
procedures, which has researchers and practitioners scrambling to find the best techniques for implementation. The continued
development of this agile process requires an extensive level of research on up-to-date findings and applicable practices. Agile
Scrum Implementation and Its Long-Term Impact on Organizations is a collection of innovative research on the methods and
applications of scrum practices in developing agile software systems. The book combines perspectives from both the academic
and professional communities as the challenges and solutions expressed by each group can create a better understanding of how
practice must be applied in the real world of software development. While highlighting topics including scrum adoption, iterative
deployment, and human impacts, this book is ideally designed for researchers, developers, engineers, practitioners,
academicians, programmers, students, and educators seeking current research on practical improvements in agile software
progression using scrum methodologies.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 20th International Working Conference on Requirements Engineering:
Foundation for Software Quality, REFSQ 2014, held in Essen, Germany, in April 2013. The 23 papers presented together with 1
keynote were carefully reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. The REFSQ'15 conference is organized as a three-day
symposium. The REFSQ'15 has chosen a special conference theme “I heard it first at RefsQ”. Two conference days were
devoted to presentation and discussion of scientific papers. The two days connect to the conference theme with a keynote, an
invited talk and poster presentations. There were two parallel tracks on the third day: the Industry Track and the new Research
Methodology Track. REFSQ 2015 seeks reports of novel ideas and techniques that enhance the quality of RE’s products and
processes, as well as reflections on current research and industrial RE practices.
Agile is a relatively recent methodology used in the development process of a project. Therefore, it is important to share new
emerging knowledge with researchers and professionals interested in adopting an agile mindset. Emerging Innovations in Agile
Software Development focuses on the use of agile methodologies to manage, design, develop, test and maintain software
projects. Emphasizing research-based solutions for contemporary software development, this publication is designed for use by
software developers, researchers, and graduate-level students in software engineering and project management programs.
Agile Software RequirementsLean Requirements Practices for Teams, Programs, and the EnterpriseAddison-Wesley Professional
Currently, most organizations are dependent on IS/ICT in order to support their business strategies. IS/ICT can promote the
implementation of strategies and enhancers of optimization of the various aspects of the business. In market enterprises and
social organizations, digital economy and ICTs are important tools that can empower social entrepreneurship initiatives to develop,
fund, and implement new and innovative solutions to social, cultural, and environmental problems. The Handbook of Research on
Multidisciplinary Approaches to Entrepreneurship, Innovation, and ICTs is an essential reference source that discusses the
digitalization techniques of the modern workforce as well as important tools empowering social entrepreneurship initiatives.
Featuring research on topics such as agile business analysis, multicultural workforce, and human resource management, this
book is ideally designed for business managers, entrepreneurs, IT consultants, researchers, industry professionals, human
resource consultants, academicians, and students.
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In recent years, our world has experienced a profound shift and progression in available computing and knowledge sharing
innovations. These emerging advancements have developed at a rapid pace, disseminating into and affecting numerous aspects
of contemporary society. This has created a pivotal need for an innovative compendium encompassing the latest trends, concepts,
and issues surrounding this relevant discipline area. During the past 15 years, the Encyclopedia of Information Science and
Technology has become recognized as one of the landmark sources of the latest knowledge and discoveries in this discipline. The
Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Fourth Edition is a 10-volume set which includes 705 original and previously
unpublished research articles covering a full range of perspectives, applications, and techniques contributed by thousands of
experts and researchers from around the globe. This authoritative encyclopedia is an all-encompassing, well-established reference
source that is ideally designed to disseminate the most forward-thinking and diverse research findings. With critical perspectives
on the impact of information science management and new technologies in modern settings, including but not limited to computer
science, education, healthcare, government, engineering, business, and natural and physical sciences, it is a pivotal and relevant
source of knowledge that will benefit every professional within the field of information science and technology and is an invaluable
addition to every academic and corporate library.
Computer science graduates often find software engineering knowledge and skills are more in demand after they join the industry.
However, given the lecture-based curriculum present in academia, it is not an easy undertaking to deliver industry-standard
knowledge and skills in a software engineering classroom as such lectures hardly engage or convince students. Overcoming
Challenges in Software Engineering Education: Delivering Non-Technical Knowledge and Skills combines recent advances and
best practices to improve the curriculum of software engineering education. This book is an essential reference source for
researchers and educators seeking to bridge the gap between industry expectations and what academia can provide in software
engineering education.
“We need better approaches to understanding and managing software requirements, and Dean provides them in this book. He
draws ideas from three very useful intellectual pools: classical management practices, Agile methods, and lean product
development. By combining the strengths of these three approaches, he has produced something that works better than any one
in isolation.” –From the Foreword by Don Reinertsen, President of Reinertsen & Associates; author of Managing the Design
Factory; and leading expert on rapid product development Effective requirements discovery and analysis is a critical best practice
for serious application development. Until now, however, requirements and Agile methods have rarely coexisted peacefully. For
many enterprises considering Agile approaches, the absence of effective and scalable Agile requirements processes has been a
showstopper for Agile adoption. In Agile Software Requirements, Dean Leffingwell shows exactly how to create effective
requirements in Agile environments. Part I presents the “big picture” of Agile requirements in the enterprise, and describes an
overall process model for Agile requirements at the project team, program, and portfolio levels Part II describes a simple and
lightweight, yet comprehensive model that Agile project teams can use to manage requirements Part III shows how to develop
Agile requirements for complex systems that require the cooperation of multiple teams Part IV guides enterprises in developing
Agile requirements for ever-larger “systems of systems,” application suites, and product portfolios This book will help you leverage
the benefits of Agile without sacrificing the value of effective requirements discovery and analysis. You’ll find proven solutions you
can apply right now–whether you’re a software developer or tester, executive, project/program manager, architect, or team leader.
Sustaining a competitive edge in today’s business world requires innovative approaches to product, service, and management
systems design and performance. Advances in computing technologies have presented managers with additional challenges as
well as further opportunities to enhance their business models. Software Engineering for Enterprise System Agility: Emerging
Research and Opportunities is a collection of innovative research that identifies the critical technological and management factors
in ensuring the agility of business systems and investigates process improvement and optimization through software development.
Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as business architecture, cloud computing, and agility patterns, this
publication is ideally designed for business managers, business professionals, software developers, academicians, researchers,
and upper-level students interested in current research on strategies for improving the flexibility and agility of businesses and their
systems.
More and more Agile projects are seeking architectural roots as they struggle with complexity and scale - and they're seeking
lightweight ways to do it Still seeking? In this book the authors help you to find your own path Taking cues from Lean development,
they can help steer your project toward practices with longstanding track records Up-front architecture? Sure. You can deliver an
architecture as code that compiles and that concretely guides development without bogging it down in a mass of documents and
guesses about the implementation Documentation? Even a whiteboard diagram, or a CRC card, is documentation: the goal isn't to
avoid documentation, but to document just the right things in just the right amount Process? This all works within the frameworks
of Scrum, XP, and other Agile approaches
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process
Improvement, PROFES 2018, held in Wolfsburg, Germany, in November 2018. The 16 revised full papers and 8 short papers
presented together with 10 workshop papers and 2 industry talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 65 submissions. The
papers are organized in the following topical sections: processes and methods; empirical studies in industry; testing;
measuremene and monitoring; and global software engineering and scaling. Further relevant topics were added by the events colocated with PROFES 2018, the Second International Workshop on Managing Quality in Agile and Rapid Software Development
Processes (QUASD) and the Third Workshop on Hybrid Software and System Development Approaches (HELENA).
"We need better approaches to understanding and managing software requirements, and Dean provides them in this book. He
draws ideas from three very useful intellectual pools: classical management practices, Agile methods, and lean product
development. By combining the strengths of these three approaches, he has produced something that works better than any one
in isolation."--The Foreword by Don Reinertsen, President of Reinertsen & Associates; author of Managing the Design Factory;
and leading expert on rapid product development Effective requirements discovery and analysis is a crit.
This book contains the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Lean Enterprise Software and Systems, LESS
2013, held in Galway, Ireland, in December 2013. LESS fosters interactions between practitioners and researchers by joining the
lean product development and the agile software development communities in a highly collaborative environment. Each year, the
program combines novelties and recent research results that make new ideas thrive during and after the conference. This year,
the conference agenda was expanded to incorporate topics such as portfolio management, open innovation and enterprise
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transformation. The 14 papers selected for this book represent a diverse range of experiences, studies and theoretical
achievements. They are organized in four sections on lean software development, quality and performance, case studies and
emerging developments.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of three international workshops held in Rome, Italy, in conjunction with the 15th
International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP 2014, in May 2014. The workshops comprised Principles of LargeScale Agile Development, Refactoring & Testing (RefTest 2014), and Estimations in the 21st Century Software Engineering
(EstSE21 2014). The 13 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 28 submissions. In addition, an
introduction and a keynote paper are included.
???????????????????????????Daniel Gullo?????????????????????????? - ??Stephen Denning????The Leader's Guide to
Radical Management??? ??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????Daniel James Gullo????????????60??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
????????????????????ScrumMaster????????????????????????????????Scrum?Kanban???????????????????????????????????
?????? ???????????? ??????????????? ??????? ?????????????? ???????????????? ???ScrumMaster?????????????????
?????????????????????????sprint ??????????????? ?????????????????????
??????????????????????????Gullo??????????????????????????????????????? #???? GOTOP Information Inc.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the 3rd International Conference on Lean and Agile Software Development,
LASD 2019, and the 7th Conference on Multimedia, Interaction, Design and Innovation, MIDI 2019, which took place under the
umbrella of the 14th Federated Conferences on Computer Science and Information Systems, FedCSIS, in Leipzig, Germany, in
September 2019. LASD 2019 received a total of 30 submissions, of which 6 full and 1 short paper are included in this volume. For
MIDI 2019 one short paper was accepted for publication in this book, from a total of 6 submissions.
Advanced approaches to software engineering and design are capable of solving complex computational problems and achieving standards
of performance that were unheard of only decades ago. Handbook of Research on Emerging Advancements and Technologies in Software
Engineering presents a comprehensive investigation of the most recent discoveries in software engineering research and practice, with
studies in software design, development, implementation, testing, analysis, and evolution. Software designers, architects, and technologists,
as well as students and educators, will find this book to be a vital and in-depth examination of the latest notable developments within the
software engineering community.
Studies on software project delivery show that the most common cause of failure is mismanagement of the project’s requirements. This book
takes a holistic approach to managing requirements to show you how to bridge the gap between requirements and specifications and deliver
a successful software project that meets your client’s expectations.
"This 10-volume compilation of authoritative, research-based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the
world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities, prospective solutions, and future directions in the field of
information science and technology"--Provided by publisher.
From cloud computing to data analytics, society stores vast supplies of information through wireless networks and mobile computing. As
organizations are becoming increasingly more wireless, ensuring the security and seamless function of electronic gadgets while creating a
strong network is imperative. Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Network Architecture, Mobile Computing, and Data Analytics
highlights the challenges associated with creating a strong network architecture in a perpetually online society. Readers will learn various
methods in building a seamless mobile computing option and the most effective means of analyzing big data. This book is an important
resource for information technology professionals, software developers, data analysts, graduate-level students, researchers, computer
engineers, and IT specialists seeking modern information on emerging methods in data mining, information technology, and wireless
networks.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on the Quality of Information and Communications
Technology, QUATIC 2020, held in Faro, Portugal*, in September 2020. The 27 full papers and 12 short papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 81 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections: quality aspects in machine learning, AI and data analytics;
evidence-based software quality engineering; human and artificial intelligences for software evolution; process modeling, improvement and
assessment; software quality education and training; quality aspects in quantum computing; safety, security and privacy; ICT verification and
validation; RE, MDD and agile. *The conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
?????????????,????????,????????????,?????????????????????
The Must-have Reference Guide for SAFe® Practitioners “There are a lot of methods of scale out there, but the Scaled Agile Framework is
the one lighting up the world.” –Steve Elliot, Founder/CEO AgileCraft “You don’t have to be perfect to start SAFe because you learn as you
go–learning is built in. Before SAFe, I would not know how to help my teams but now I have many tools to enable the teams. My job is really
fun and the bottom line is I have never enjoyed my job more!” –Product Manager, Fortune 500 Enterprise Captured for the first time in print,
the SAFe body of knowledge is now available as a handy desktop reference to help you accomplish your mission of building better software
and systems. Inside, you’ll find complete coverage of what has, until now, only been available online at scaledagileframework.com. The
SAFe knowledge base was developed from real-world field experience and provides proven success patterns for implementing Lean-Agile
software and systems development at enterprise scale. This book provides comprehensive guidance for work at the enterprise Portfolio,
Value Stream, Program, and Team levels, including the various roles, activities, and artifacts that constitute the Framework, along with the
foundational elements of values, mindset, principles, and practices. Education & Training Key to Success The practice of SAFe is spreading
rapidly throughout the world. The majority of Fortune 100 U.S. companies have certified SAFe practitioners and consultants, as do an
increasing percentage of the Global 1000 enterprises. Case study results–visit scaledagileframework.com/case-studies–typically include:
20—50% increase in productivity 50%+ increases in quality 30—75% faster time to market Measurable increases in employee engagement and
job satisfaction With results like these, the demand from enterprises seeking SAFe expertise is accelerating at a dramatic rate. Successful
implementations may vary in context, but share a common attribute: a workforce well trained and educated in SAFe practices. This
book–along with authorized training and certification–will help you understand how to maximize the value of your role within a SAFe
organization. The result is greater alignment, visibility, improved performance throughout the enterprise, and ultimately better outcomes for
the business.
Innovative tools and techniques for the development and design of software systems are essential to the problem solving and planning of
software solutions. Software Design and Development: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications brings together the best practices
of theory and implementation in the development of software systems. This reference source is essential for researchers, engineers,
practitioners, and scholars seeking the latest knowledge on the techniques, applications, and methodologies for the design and development
of software systems.
Ever-changing business needs have prompted large companies to rethink their enterprise IT. Today, businesses must allow interaction with
their customers, partners, and employees at more touch points and at a depth never thought previously. At the same time, rapid advances in
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information technologies, like business digitization, cloud computing, and Web 2.0, demand fundamental changes in the enterprises’
management practices. These changes have a drastic effect not only on IT and business, but also on policies, processes, and people. Many
companies therefore embark on enterprise-wide transformation initiatives. The role of Enterprise Architecture (EA) is to architect and
supervise this transformational journey. Unfortunately, today’s EA is often a ponderous and detached exercise, with most of the EA initiatives
failing to create visible impact. The enterprises need an EA that is agile and responsive to business dynamics. Collaborative Enterprise
Architecture provides the innovative solutions today’s enterprises require, informed by real-world experiences and experts’ insights. This
book, in its first part, provides a systematic compendium of the current best practices in EA, analyzes current ways of doing EA, and identifies
its constraints and shortcomings. In the second part, it leaves the beaten tracks of EA by introducing Lean, Agile, and Enterprise 2.0 concepts
to the traditional EA methods. This blended approach to EA focuses on practical aspects, with recommendations derived from real-world
experiences. A truly thought provoking and pragmatic guide to manage EA, Collaborative Enterprise Architecture effectively merges the longterm oriented top-down approach with pragmatic bottom-up thinking, and that way offers real solutions to businesses undergoing enterprisewide change. Covers the latest emerging technologies affecting business practice, including digitization, cloud computing, agile software
development, and Web 2.0 Focuses on the practical implementation of EAM rather than theory, with recommendations based on real-world
case studies Addresses changing business demands and practices, including Enterprise 2.0, open source, global sourcing, and more Takes
an innovative approach to EAM, merging standard top-down and pragmatic, bottom-up strategies, offering real solutions to businesses
undergoing enterprise-wide changes
Expert PHP and MySQL takes you beyond learning syntax to showing you how to apply proven software development methods to building
commerce-grade PHP and MySQL projects that will stand the test of time and reliably deliver on customer needs. Developers of real-world
applications face numerous problems that seem trivial on the surface, but really do take some skill to get right. Error handling is about more
than just the mechanics in the PHP syntax, but also about handling MySQL errors, logging those errors, and about hiding information about
application internals that error messages sometimes can expose. Meet these challenges and more head-on! Author Marc Rochkind shows
how to begin a project right, with a clear contract and set of written requirements. You’ll learn about project organization, setting up a solid
development environment, connecting with client personnel. Database design is essential, and Expert PHP and MySQL has you covered with
guidance on creating a sound model and database, and on pushing functionality into the database as appropriate; not everything should be
done in PHP. Error handling is covered at both the PHP and MySQL levels. Application structure is covered. Guidance is provided on
reporting. And finally there is conversion. In Expert PHP and MySQL you’ll explore the following: The popular and widely used combination of
PHP and MySQL Commercial-grade application of language and database features Human factors such as planning and organization
Organizing a project to meet requirements and satisfy the customer Structuring an application for efficient development and future
modification Coding PHP for productivity, reliability, security Generating online, downloadable, and printed reports Converting existing data to
the new application
9 Hours of Video Instruction Leading SAFe 4.0 LiveLessons, 2nd Edition provides an in-depth exploration of version 4 of the Scaled Agile
Framework (“SAFe ”) and how to lead a Lean-Agile transformation by leveraging SAFe and its underlying principles of lean systems thinking,
agile development, and product development flow. By applying SAFe across the enterprise, software-dependent organizations can improve
time to market, productivity, quality, and employee engagement, making them more agile in the marketplace and more competitive in their
industries. Praise for the first edition of Leading SAFe LiveLessons “This was my first introduction to the SAFe framework and although
overwhelming, it is well put together and full of hands-on exercises and videos to enforce the concepts. This course takes you through the
entire framework from Team to Program and details the activities involved in each level. Dean adds a few extras toward the end that cover
leadership and team motivation. Excellent course to have as a reference as my organization goes through this transformation.” 5 out 5
Ranking Keisha Harris, Courtesy of FrontRowAgile Description The goal of this course is to equip you with the knowledge necessary to lead a
Lean-Agile transformation at enterprise scale. Your guide will be Chief Methodologist Dean Leffingwell, the creator of the framework. In his
signature pragmatic style, Dean leads you through eight key lessons where you'll get high-level overviews, as well as specifics where you
most need them; exercises to test yourself on what you've learned; and at the end of the course, clear-cut steps you can take to start your
journey of transformation. After watching this video, you can expect to have an understanding of the Scaled Agile Framework; Lean thinking
and embracing Agility; how to apply SAFe's Nine Lean-Agile principles; how to plan, execute, and implement an Agile Release Train; how to
build really large systems in a lean and agile manner; how to build and operate an Agile Portfolio; the leadership skills necessary to achieve
the next level of enterprise performance; and how to better lead this next generation of knowledge workers. About the Instructor Widely
recognized as one of the world's foremost authorities on software and systems development, Dean Leffingwell is an author, entrepreneur,
and software development methodologist. His two best-selling books, Agile Software Requirements: Lean Requirements Practices for Teams,
Prog...
In recent years announcements of the birth of business anthropology have ricocheted around the globe. The first major reference work on this
field, the Handbook of Anthropology in Business is a creative production of more than 60 international scholar-practitioners working in
universities and corporate settings from high tech to health care. Offering broad coverage of theory and practice around the world, chapters
demonstrate the vibrant tensions and innovation that emerge in intersections between anthropology and business and between corporate
worlds and the lives of individual scholar-practitioners. Breaking from standard attempts to define scholarly fields as products of fixed
consensus, the authors reveal an evolving mosaic of engagement and innovation, offering a paradigm for understanding anthropology in
business for years to come.
About This Book This book, "Managing Digital: Concepts and Practices", is intended to guide a practitioner through the journey of building a
digital-first viewpoint and the skills needed to thrive in the digital-first world. As such, this book is a bit of an experiment for The Open Group; it
isn’t structured as a traditional standard or guide. Instead, it is structured to show the key issues and skills needed at each stage of the digital
journey, starting with the basics of a small digital project, eventually building to the concerns of a large enterprise. So, feel free to digest this
book in stages — the section Introduction for the student is a good guide. The book is intended for both academic and industry training
purposes. This book seeks to provide guidance for both new entrants into the digital workforce and experienced practitioners seeking to
update their understanding on how all the various themes and components of IT management fit together in the new world. About The Open
Group Press The Open Group Press is an imprint of The Open Group for advancing knowledge of information technology by publishing works
from individual authors within The Open Group membership that are relevant to advancing The Open Group mission of Boundaryless
Information Flow™. The key focus of The Open Group Press is to publish high-quality monographs, as well as introductory technology books
intended for the general public, and act as a complement to The Open Group Standards, Guides, and White Papers. The views and opinions
expressed in this book are those of the author, and do not necessarily reflect the consensus position of The Open Group members or staff.
This book is about Future Information Technology, Application, and Service (FutureTech 2012 volume 2). The topics of FutureTech 2012
cover the current hot topics satisfying the world-wide ever-changing needs. The FutureTech 2012 is intended to foster the dissemination of
state-of-the-art research in all future IT areas, including their models, services, and novel applications associated with their utilization. The
FutureTech 2012 will provide an opportunity for academic and industry professionals to discuss the latest issues and progress in this area. In
addition, the conference will publish high quality papers which are closely related to the various theories, modeling, and practical applications
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in many types of future technology. The main scope of FutureTech 2012 is as follows. Hybrid Information Technology Cloud and Cluster
Computing Ubiquitous Networks and Wireless Communications Multimedia Convergence Intelligent and Pervasive Applications Security and
Trust Computing IT Management and Service Bioinformatics and Bio-Inspired Computing Database and Data Mining Knowledge System and
Intelligent Agent Human-centric Computing and Social Networks The FutureTech is a major forum for scientists, engineers, and practitioners
throughout the world to present the latest research, results, ideas, developments and applications in all areas of future technologies.
This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 7th IFIP WG 8.1 Conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modeling held in November 2014 in
Manchester, UK. The focus of the PoEM conference series is on advances in the practice of enterprise modeling through a forum for sharing
knowledge and experiences between the academic community and practitioners from industry and the public sector. The 16 full and four
short papers accepted were carefully reviewed and selected from 39 submissions. They reflect different topics of enterprise modeling
including business process modeling, enterprise architecture, investigation of enterprise modeling methods, requirements engineering, and
specific aspects of enterprise modeling.
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